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FOREWORD 

The nature of the following report might indicate that the in¬ 

vestigation was largely theoretical* since most of the discussion is 

theoretical in character* As a matter of fact, much of the investiga¬ 

tion involved a linear analysis of various circuits* which superficial 

investigation shelved to he of some promise* At times these circuits 

were evolved systematically from the desired characteristics* At other 

times a purely exploratory approach was taken, in which any possibility 

suggested by the imagination was examined* Both approaches seemed to 

have a place, for both contributed to the small measure of progress that 

was made* 

The lack of numerical and experimental data should not be considered 

indicative of a. lack of laboratory work, however* Because the entire 

investigation involved v search for satisfactory circuits, and because 

such circuits wore never discovered, the amount of data, other than 

diagrams, is necessarily meager. I felt that it would have been a waste 

of effort to take and record complete data on circuits which preliminary 

tests or mathematical analysis shewed to bo inadequate for the problem 

at hand* More often than not, when laboratory tests showed that a 

proposed circuit was inadequate, the reason mao discovered from analysis 

rather than from experimental evidence* Thus, it is only natural that 
) 

the report should be of a theoretical nature. 

Although, as far as I am concerned, the work involved many original 

elements, I make no claim to originality without a more emphatic claim 

of indebtedness to the unnumbered contributors to the body of knowledge, 

tools, and techniques without which 1 would be helpless* 

In sacking these acknowledgments— which must necessarily be incom-' 

plot©— 1 wish to express a deeply felt sons© of gratitude to the 



Institution ishieh has provided the opportunity for study and experiment* 

Especially.do 2 wish to thank Professor James S» ?fatcrs, through vdiose 

efforts and interest this opportunity to complete the study was mad© 

passable* It is with particular satisfaction that I record this state- 

Kent of approolfttien of one whom 1 regard highly as friend, counsellor, 

and teacher* 

P.K.P. 
lay, 1348 
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RLKCTRGIJIC BALABCiKO IB TWO-WAY AMPLIFIERS 

PART I. SUMMARY, 

The usual two-way, single channel amplifiers, commonly known as 

two-way repeaters, depend for their operation on a network which matches 

accurately the impedance of the line or other load on the amplifiers* 

In many potential applications the design of this network is difficult, 

if not impossibles and ©van where this approach is feasible, satis¬ 

factory results arc usually expensive. 

The purpose of this investigation was to study the possibility of 

achieving balance automatically by electronic means. It was intended 

that this should be accomplished with standard tubes and components, 

and that the resulting equipment should be practical from an economic 

and technical standpoint. 

Most of the investigation hinged around the possible use of a "phase 

splitter" circuit, which performed satisfactorily for constant resistance 

loads, but which failed to operate satisfactorily for reactive loads, 

or for changing loads* Five principal approaches wore mad© to the 

problem of adapting this circuit to compensate electronically for its 

weakness, A sixth approach to the problem involved the relatively sim¬ 

ple principle of balancing the output against the input of a constant 

gain amplifier, Under the conditions demanded by the system, however, 

no circuit ms discovered which would perform adequately. 

It was anticipated that inverse feedback would be a major tool in 

the solution. It is usually emphasised that inverse feedback improves 

circuits by making their gain independent of tube characteristics and 

of load impedance. However, the changes in input and output impedance 

of circuits accompanying the institution of feedback proved to bo of 



such a nature and magnitude that the necessary improvement ms impossible 

in the circuits tested. While no direct proof ms evolved to show that 

the problem, as considered, is without possibility of satisfactory solu¬ 

tion, there is evidence that the general nature of the solution as con¬ 

ceived my bo completely inadequate* In all probability, a completely 

fresh approach te the problem is necessary, if there is to he any satis¬ 

factory solution, bhat may constitute a satisfactory approach is not 

apparent to the writer at present, although there are other possibilities 

for two-way communication on a single channel. One which suggests it¬ 

self la the'possibility of switching or roversing the amplifier electron¬ 

ically at a supersonic rats, thus allowing simultaneous conversations. 

I’hls, however, is not the sort of solution desired, for it limits the 

repeater to a rather narrow hand of audible frequonolos* For certain 

applications this solution might be adequate, if practical circuits were 

evolved. But such e solution is not a solution of the problem proposed 

for this invest igation, end hence was not studied formally. 



PART II. REVXb?? OF TEE SUBJECT, 

Published material on two-way amplification is limited very largely 

to descriptions of bridge type systems utilising the "hybrid-coil” or 

bridge-transformer” as it is called. The principal application is in 

the Boll Laboratories Type 21 (two-way, one amplifier) and Type 22 

(two-way, two amplifier) systems,^ Other devices described in the 

♦ ■ P % 
literature prove to be variations of those, * 

A, L. Albert has given a clear development of the basic principles 

involved in the use of the "hybrid-ootl”*/'* Figure 1 illustrates the 

basic bridge structure of the hybrid-coil system* If V and 20 are ident 

ical impedances, and if the hybrid-coil is symmetrical, signals fed to 

its primary appear across Ze plus 2^ but do not appear across Zj, On 

the other hand, a part of any signal appearing across 2C or alone 

-would appear aoross Z£, If 2^ represents the input impedance of a trans¬ 

mission line, Ze that cf a balancing network, and Zi the input Impedance 

of an amplifier, an effective sopsration of lino and local signals is 

achieved, The lino signals ar© fed to the amplifier, as desired, the 

local signals are fed to the lino, but do not outer the amplifier, 

provided the balance between Zw and Zp is perfect# 

Figaros 2 and S Illustrate the application of this basic circuit 

to the problem of two-way amplification* Figure 2 is a simplification 

of the type 22 system, and figure 

typo 21 system. The latter suffc 

2- is c similar simplification of the 

c considerable limitation, principally 

that of amplified echo, which is not characteristic of the type 22 

system. The type 22 system has found wide application in two-way voice 

frequency systems in which careful matching cf line impedances is 

possible. 





There are three definite limitations to the hybrid coil systems. 

(l}« Voltage gain is limited by the degree of balance obtainable. 

This,, of course, is an inherent limitation of all systems? depending 

upon balance for signal separation. Usually the voltage gain in 

practical systems is limited to values of the order of fifty* Although 

irfirierdcusly high gains jure not necessarily desirable, improvement 

would reduce the number of repeater stations required by a transmission 

system* 

(2) . The use of a transformer limits the range of frequencies 

which may bv amplified* This is not a serious limitation for voice 

frequency telephone systems, in which the frequency range is often 

limited purposely* ilut ouch a limitation definitely rules out the use 

of hybrid-coil systems for high-fidelity or wide- b»nd applications, 

unless, of course, the carrier principle is used. 

(3) . Balance is limited by the accuracy of the matching network* 

The problem of balancing is a difficult one, and from a purely economic 

point of view it rules out the use of hybrid-coil systems for many 

private telephone and intercommunication applications. A further lim¬ 

itation exists in that hybrid-coil systems in no my provide for sudden 

changes in the impedance of the line such as take place on many private 

lines. For instance, if telephones are connected to the lino in parallel 

the impedance presented to the repeater may change radically with each 

additional unit that is connected to the line by the simple set of 

lifting the receiver* 



PART HI. OBJECTIVES OF THE IMVESTIGATIQB, 

Most of the private interooraunicntien system® using amplification 

ere forced to use "push-to-talk* arrangements because their character¬ 

istics do not allow the use of currently available two-way amplifiers* 

The present investigation is concerned with the possibility of develop¬ 

ing a two-way amplifier which overcomes some of the limitations inherent 

in the hybrid-coil systems, and which -will remove the necessity of 

push-to-talk arrangements* The requirements of two common types of 

systems are in mind* One is the small private telephone system which 

does not justify elaborate balancing equipment* The other is the typo 

of "intercom** system which uses a dynamic speaker as both receiver and 

microphone* In such a system, there is no separation of received and 

transmitted signal at the ends of the line* The nature of the sleotrical 

tespodance of the dynamic speaker unit is such m to make line balancing 

networks -impractical, If not impassible. 

Two general approaches to the problem are visualised* first, to 

investigate the possibility of developing a system in which the ampli¬ 

fiers are switched by voice signal or other automatic TIORHS* This 

would remove the necessity of balancing systems, since only one ampli¬ 

fier channel would bo operative at any given tine* Other problems, 

however, present themselves* 

The approach chosen as the purpose of this investigation is-, to 

investigate tho possibility of procuring electronically a balance that 

is relatively independent of load impedance* It is intended that this 

goal be achieved, if possible, with a system that uses standard tubes 

and components, and which requires a minimum of critical adjustment and 

maintenance* 



PART IV. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM RiSQUIRiSMEMTS. 

The first investigations of the possibility of obtaining electronic 

balance user© made without an analysis of the requirements of the entire 

system* It was understood that the -System requirements ■would bo severe, 

and the Investigations were directed toward discovering how much could 

be accomplished. Subsequent investigation has shorn the requirements 

to be even more severe than expected* This is especially true in regard 

to reflected voltage, as shown below* 

A block diagram of the system, which involves two amplifiers, is 

shown in figure 4. Ai and Ag represent the two amplifiers which may 

be of standard design* Sj and Sg represent the balancing output systems 

to couple the amplifiers and line together, dine© it ms expected that 

balancing would be done electronically, those include power amplification 

stages* 

To analyse the behavior of the system, it has been convenient to 

define certain transmission coefficients. It should be emphasised that 

for steady-state analysis these will In general be complex quantities. 

The numerical subscripts merely distinguish between th© same type of 

coefficient for the two channels of amplification, The definitions be¬ 

low are for those coefficients involving the subscript onej exactly 

similar definitions hold for the some coefficient with subscript two# 

The factor Aj is the voltage amplification of the amplifier so 

designated, and is the complex ratio of the output voltage to the input 

voltage of that amplifier when excited with sinusoidal voltage. 

For the system S-j there are three distinct transmission or ampli¬ 

fication. coefficients. Those, in general, are complex, and the k’s 

may bo greater or less than unity, according to the circuit involved. 
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B.j may be called an unbalance factor* It is a measure of the portion 

of the amplified voltage o* which is fed back into the input of amplifier 

number two (see figure 4)* If the balance were perfect, this factor 

would be aero* The factor k0j is a measure of the amplification of 

signal voltage from e* to e0» the factor is the ratio of the voltage 

fed in from the lino to amplifier two to the line voltage* The nature 

of this input factor is indicated for Sg in figure 4* 

Consider the behavior of the system when a signal e8 is fed into 

Sg on the left and transmitted to the line at the right as o0* These 

voltages are assumed to be sinusoidal* A study of figure 4 shows the 

following relationships to hold* 

Cl) e3= ke>, e' 

(2) e' = A, (k'ta. <T5 + B^e") 

(3) e"= A* B, <?' 

Substituting (S) in (2) and rearringing; then substituting for e* in 

(1). we get the relationship* 

(To _ <4, kot k<.%, 

^ " (l-xhA^S, 

where A Is the overall amplification from loft to right. Equation (4} 

is thus an expression for the effective voltage gain of the system, it 

is important to note the presence of the unbalance factors in the 

denominator in the role of the feedback factor of feedback circuits* 

Indeed, if the balance is not perfect, the system involves amplified 

feedback, which may be positive or negative* The feeding back of the 

unbalance voltage is the root of the problem. 

Assuming for the moment that all the factors in the denominator 

are real and positive, it is apparent that the product AgBpBg must not 
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bo allowed to approach unity. If this happens, the amplification of 

the system becomes very large, and according to the wall-known theory 

of stability in feedback systems the system nay become unstable. Unless 

careful design of the system prevents this factor (when complex) from 

being equal, to or greater than unity as it becomes real, the system • 

•will be unstable and will oscillate or "sing** This can be prevented 

if eaoh AB product is less than unity in magnitude* To so© what this ' 

means, suppose that Bj * B«j (although this is not necessary), and that® 

the voltage amplifications Aj and Ag ara 100* Then the unbalance factor 

must be lass than 0,01 or Ijl. This is a stringent requirement* 

A more serious situation exists in regard to the voltage "reflected’* 

through the feedback arrangement* The amplified unbalance voltage (e* * 

in figure 4) is "thrown back" to the input terminals* In the steady 

state, tMs appears as a change in impedance from that which exists 

without such feedback. If the time delay is considerable with respect 

to the wave being amplified, this fedback signal may appear as an echo* 

The situation is analogous to that on a transmission lino Y&th reflected 

signals from the receiving end* 

the reflected voltage may be expressed* 

(5) er = kote" koz kj.7. A-,. A' 6‘ <nl— 
Cl — Ai 

Figure 5 shows an equivalent circuit for expressing the effect on steady 

state impedance. The factor R is that defined in (5) above* If ©j, is 

absent, the input impedance is However, with oy. present, the ratio 

of input voltage to input current is derived in the•following expressions* 

s 
<e3 ^ i - T?) 

•21 
(6) -c 



Ci- 
(7) 2'= St = 

^•s 

Expression (?) shows that the factor H should be kept different from 

unity to prevent instability and to allow impedance match. It also indi¬ 

cate a that if the unbalance factors vary, the input, and output impedances 

of the system will vary* This requires that the coefficients B be kept 

small, 

Using the figures of the example above, we see from expression (5) 

that the factors B should he less than 0*01# to keep the product AjAgBjBg 

and the product ■kjBjAg sufficiently small. The situation is relieved 

somewhat by the fact that in most circuits tested the K0E^ product is 

somewhat loss than unity. The requirement of 0,01# balance is very 

exacting and difficult of achievement. Since voltage gains of the order 

of 100 arc desirable, the goal for the balancing system must be of the 

order of a small fraction of 1$, In addition, good control of phase 

shift should b© incorporated in the amplifier system# Moreover, the 

balance must be maintained with considerable change in load impedance* 

These requirements proved too stringent for any system investigated, 

and resulted finally in abandoning this approach to the problem* An 

analysis of typical circuits Investigated is contained in the following 

section. 



PAXiT V* APPROACHES £0 TEE PROBLEM- 

Most of the investigation hinged around an attempt to develop 

a circuit to perform the function indicated by the systems Sj and Sg 

of figure 4* It »s recognized that if this were done, attention 

probably would have to be given to the phase shift and frequency response 

characteristics of the amplifiers A^ and Agj but except possibly for 

the input aircuit of these, it was assumed that they could utilize 

standard circuit arrangements with slight modifications* 

The first basic circuit tiiat was investigated is outlined in figure 

6* An informal test of this circuit* before organized investigation of 

the problem was begun* indicated that th© ability of the circuit to main¬ 

tain balance with a dynamic load is limited* Th© reason is apparent 

from a simple description of its operation* 

A signal o‘ is Impressed on the grids of Tj and Tg of figure 6, 

resulting in a signal of the same polarity at th© cathodes of these 

tubes* If Zjjg is of the proper value, the two voltages are exactly 

equal* and the net signal applied to th® input of Ag is zero* If the 

balance is not perfect* then the difference of these two cathode voltages* 

represented as Bo** appears at the input of the amplifier Ag. On th® 

other hand* if a signal 00
f is impressed across the cathode of from 

th© line, this entire voltage is applied to the grid of the input tube 

of Ag# Except for cathode degeneration, which has the effect of lowering 

the effective mutual conductance of th© input tube, th© entire line 

signal OJJ* is amplified by Ag* . 

Difficulty arises when the total impedance in the cathode circuit 

of Tj changes* This change is due almost entirely to change in load 

impedance* Under these circumstances, e^g and oQ are not equal* and the 

unbalance voltage becomes appreciable* Without modification, then* this 
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oirouit is unsuitable for the problem as described above* 

A much simplified circuit which accomplishs the case results is 

shorn in figure 7# This system has the advantage of requiring only on© 

tube to do the task accomplished by two tubes in the above system. 

Furthermore* it allows the input connections to Ag to bo standard* single- 

ended* The circuit is essentially a phase splitting device, with one 

side loaded* It will be referred to in the following discussion ns a 

"phase-splitter"# The load in the pinto circuit (figure 7) is a dummy 

load. This means that part of the output energy is lost# It will bo 

recalled that this was the case in the hybrid-coil systems described 

earlier. It is also true of the oirouit of figure 6# Ordinarily this 

is no serious handicap, since the amounts of power involved are very 

small— of the order of one wait or less. 

The operation of the oirouit with resistance loads may be explained 

by considering th© application of a small instantaneous signal potential 

to the grid# It is assumed that the potential of point B— namely the 

B supply voltage— does not ohange, and hence for purpose of analysis 

of signal voltages point B my b© considered at ground potential# Also, 

in this and other analyses, linearity of tube characteristics is assumed# 

let us suppose that o1 goes positive,- Then ©j,# which is the aom as <& , 

is positive, while ©0 becomes negative* If the ratio of B-, to Rg is the 

snmo as the ratio of the magnitudes of and e^, thou no voltage change 

appears at the tap to bo fed. into Ag# On the other hand, if o* is gero 

and a signal ©e* is fed in from the lino, th© signal will he transmitted 

through to Ag as follows. Suppose es* is positive* The cathode is mad© 

positive with respect to th© grid, which decreases the piste current 

and allows e to go positive. Both ends of the voltage divider, Hj plus 

Rg are driven positive, and th© voltage at the tap is therefor© positive. 



Similar arguments hold for negative signal pulses* If the system is 

linear* simultaneous signals applied to grid and cathode result in 

linear superposition of the two effects* fthon load and dummy impedances 

are general impedances including reactive elements* the operation is 

complicated by phase shift or time delay considerations* 

In this circuit, as in the previous one, difficulty arises if the 

Impedance in the cathode circuit changes* for this changes the ratio of 

ek to ® ■* which results in unbalance at the voltage divider tap* Much 

of the investigation herein reported was concerned with trying to find 

by analysis and laboratory experiment a my to minimis© or compensate 

electronically for this effect with changing load* 

The possibility of plate loading ma considered also. In this case 

tb© problem of unbalance remains unchanged* In addition* the circuit is 

not so efficient in transmitting signals from the line to Ag* since the 

effects of cathode injection are missing. This is true especially if the 

plate resistance of the tube is high* 

Simple tests indicated that relative phase shift between the dusray 

and actual load voltages is one of the most serious factors in causing 

unbalance* This matter is discussed in Appendix A, whore it is demonstrated 

that no balancing of the magnitudes of the voltages is sufficient if 

phase shift is present* 

The attempts to modify the phase splitter circuit may grouped under 

five basic approaches* The first two named below were straightforward 

modifications of the system, described-above* After a number of schemes 

were tried without marked success* a study was made of the basic phase 

splitting circuit to investigate the possibility of using other component 

voltages for obtaining balancing action* An investigation for the case 



of pentodes with high plate resistance is reported in detail in 

Appendix B* This investigation suggested the fourth approach* The 

fifth approach to the problem did not involve the use of the phase 

splitter* necessarily* After this approach had yielded some circuits 

Tilth interesting properties, the possibility »K suggested that approach 

number sis below might bear some results* 

Briefly, the attempts wore to* 

1* Compensate for unbalance electronically* 

2. Put balancing action in separate tubes* 

5* Balance the voltage from cathode to grid against the voltage 

from ground to piste, in pentodes, 

4* Balance the voltage from grid to ground against the voltage 

from cathode to plate, in pentodes* 

5* Develop an amplifier whom gain is independent of load 

impedance, and balance input against output* 

6, Develop a two-way amplifier with constant input impedance, 

to be used as a load for the phase splitter* This is closely 

allied with 2, above, but involves a completely different idea 

in tho two-way amplifier* 

The following sections contain descriptions of some of the basic circuit 

ideas investigated* In several oases, more detailed accounts of circuits 

and their analyses may bo found in the Appendices# 

1* Electronic compensation for imbalance* 

The first investigation involved an attempt to find a means by which 

unbalance voltage might be compensated for. Considerable effort was 

expended in socking satisfactory solutions, but very few circuits seemed 

even plausible* Balancing unwanted voltage posed no serious difficulties, 



except that the suss© scheme for balancing unwanted voltage also balanced 

out voltage fed through from the cathode circuit as signal coming in 

from the line* 

This is illustrated in one of the more plausible appearing schemas* 

shorn in figure 8* If it is assumed that plate resistance is high, as 

in the ease of pentodes, the following relations may be written* letting 

e*5 <T<r 
0] -Lpt ~ . 

(\ + «*<?*,,) 

(2) -tpz = < pi RK. Cnu <+rv\Z. Rt<- 

C I + Rtt (£rrt\ ) 

(3) -A p 3 ~ C'tpi ^s) ^ Wl 3 

= - U*oit ^fx){~
R}pa-^z~] 

K ^ A 1 + 

“ "('(.pi + 'Lfx. + 

=r - <e- r ( 1 •* RKI "1 R (° 
L (v+<5^, f?*.') i C < 

eK = p« RK 

The unbalance voltage is proportional to the sum (ej, + e^), A rearrangement 

of the above relationships yields the followings 

(O _ / j_ ('+ Rp) ^ 

This equation shows that if the products C^gRp and GyjH^ are much greater 

than unity, the unbalance becomes increasingly small, even with considerable 

change in k» The amount by which k differs from unity is a measure of 

unbalance* For the usual design values, the above products are of the 

order of unity* If the value one is substituted in expression (6) above, 
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the expression takes on the value 0*5(1 - l/k)* This is exactly on©- 

half the value of the expression if the balancing tubes are not present# 

this may be seen from (6) by setting the mutual conductances equal to 

gero. Exactly the same result could he derived independently* Experience 

and the analysis of system requirements show that this is not sufficient 

coinpensRtion to meet the expected demands on the circuit* 

It is possible to add amplification to this basic system* Added 

amplification would have the effect of increasing the effective of 

tubes 2 and 3 by the amount of the voltage amplification# The balance 

m>uld be improved thereby* But a consideration of the behavior of the 

system when a signal is injected at the cathode shows the limitation of 

such a procedure (other than the complication of the circuit). For this 

situation, og is aero, and Og becomes the negative of ©j^. Under these 

conditions, manipulation of the equations written a hove yields the ex¬ 

pression; 

approaches the negative of e^* This is exactly the condition of balancing 

out the desired signal voltage as well as the undesired unbalance voltage# 

Thus, the system is unsuitable for the task imposed upon it# Too such 

compensation balances out the desired voltage* Partial compensation 

not only fails to correct for unwanted unbalance, but also requires 

greater gain in Aj or Ag to make up for the decrease in line voltage fed 

through. Any Improvement is at least partially nullified* 

The limitations of the circuit described above were encountered in 

♦ 

(7) 

This shows that if C^g and become very much larger than 

every plausible circuit examined# Ho way of correcting or circumventing 

these difficulties ms discovered# and the approach was abandoned* 



2. Balancing action in auxiliary tube. 

Two considerations Indicated the desirability of investigating 

this matter* First, by putting tho balancing action in a ssis.ll tube, 

an economy of audio poiser is possible. Since the input impedance of 

Aj and Ag (figure 4) my bo made high, only a voltage balance is necessary, 

and this may well be done in a small tube using small currents* Second, 

it is conceivable that perhaps if the balancing action were in a separate 

tube, the balance night be isolated from the effect of load impedance 

changes* 

Figure 9 illustrates a simple application of the first idea* is 

the power output tube, end Tg is a small auxiliary tub© in which the 

balancing voltage is developed in tho resistor R_«,* The principle of 

operation is identical with that of the single tube phase splitter* Un¬ 

fortunately, the- circuit offers no improvement in th© matter of unbalance 

with changing loud* 

A study was made of the possibility of making the balancing .action 

in tho auxiliary tube independent of the load. Iso circuit was discovered 

in which this is accomplished* To do so would require that both th© 

signal from th© cathode and that applied to tho grid of th® power tubo 

bo applied to the auxiliary tubs. Since the ratio of these changes 

with change in load impedance, no combination of those voltages is satis¬ 

factory* 

3, Balancing^ of voltage from cathode to grid against th« voltage from 
ground to ?iIfTte~~in pentodes. 

The circuit of figure 10 serves to illustrate th© possibilities 

and limitation© of this approach* Briefly, tho operation is as follows* 

Tube i’g and its associated circuit is a linear, low-gain amplifier* 
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Cathode degeneration is used to keep the gain lot? and the circuit linear* 

It also has the effect of snaking the output resistance higher than it 

would he without feedback* This proves to bo important* If ©0j were 

proportional to eB, operation with an input signal ©B would be as follows* 

The voltage eDg is proportional to the voltage e0^ and hence to eg* lith 

proper transformer polarity, Qpg may ho balanced against eB, 

The difficulty arises in providing foe feed through from the cathode 

circuit. If the grid is allosedt o float, injection of voltage at. the 

cathode results in negligible change in plate current, and henco negli¬ 

gible voltage is supplied to % plus Eg* Because of the unilateral 

nature of the Tg stage, no signal is fod through to the bottom of that 

voltage divider, I-tonce It is necessary to ti© the control grid of Tj to 

ground through Eg, as shown* 

For feed through from the cathode circuit, R_ should be made mall* 
O 

This results in the condition shown schematically in figure 11, The 

impedance presented to the Tg stage is essentially Eg in series with. Z^% 

Both of these aro small* A change in the value of with change in 

load Is in effect a change In load on the T*> stage* This results in a 

change in amplification which allows an unbalance voltage to appear* 

Lowering the output impedance of Tg minimises the change in amplification 

with change in load* However, this Is no real solution, since lowering 

Z02 1ms the msm effect on feedthrough from the cathode circuit as in¬ 

creasing & 
The net result is that it proved impossible to a elect design values 

which gave satisfactory balancing action, and at the same time gave 

adequate feed through from the cathode* Essentially the asm© circuit 

as that shown in figure 10 was tested in the laboratory. These tests 



showed that phase shift 1B the transformer ms sufficient to prevent 

satisfactory balance* Also* the assumed linearity of the tubes MS 

sufficiently inadequate to have appreciable effect* This, as ms • expected* 

placed limitations on the balance that could bo achieved* 

4* Balancing of voltage from ground to grid against the voltage from 
cathode to"plat<3 in"pentodes. 

In Appendix B an examination is mad© of various possible balancing 

voltages. 'Reference to the table its.the Appendix shorn that voltage 0^3 

(ground to grid) ms equal to ega (cathode to plate), when the plate 

resistor is adjusted to sake the voltage from ground to plate equal to 

the voltage.from cathode to grid* This corresponds tc unity for the 

value of 3c in the table of Appendix B* A straightforward attempt to us© 

those voltages is considered in the Appendix, with the result that no 

voltage could be fed, through from the cathode circuit* 

Figure 12 shows a modification of the above circuit to overcome, 

in p«rt, that difficulty. The amplifier Tg serves the purpose of reversing 

the phase of the voltage eg and relating it to ground potential. This 

is expressed in the relationship on the figure* 

(8) e» = -a,e2fl 

The signal e-jj is transmitted by the stage C (which may be a cathode 

follower circuit), so that we may write: 

(9) eis “ ^2 

Adjustment of in the circuit of Tg achieves balance so that no signal 

is fed to the transformer* If a signal e^g is injected into the cathode 

circuit, a portion of it appears across Rg as egg* This portion will be 

balanced out,by the change in e^j* The remaining portion, which appears 





across H0* will be passed effectively by fg. Since the -signal cannot 

be fed through 0 in this direction, none of the signal appears at B, 

except for a fraction across by voltage divider action* If is 

small, only a small fraction is thus fed back through C* Thus, a 

portion of the cathode signal is fed through to the transformer* 

The circuit was not tested in the laboratory or analysed further, 

since experience with other similar circuits had indicated reason for 

unbalance* For one* thing, in order to got on appreciable fraction of 

the signal across HQ, it is necessary that Eg be small with respect to 

V This means that with varying load on the cathode circuit of 

the load and banco the amplification of C changes* Hence, the ratio 

of to ©JU is not constant* This means, of course, that unbalance 

will occur with change in load impedance* It is evident also, that 

the circuit is somewhat complicated, which is a decided disadvantage, 

5* Balancing of input and output of constant, gain amplifier* 

This method failed because of one important property of inverse 

feedback* It is usually assumed that inverse feedback improves frequency 

response of amplifiers by making the voltage gain somewhat independent 

of the magnitude of the load impedance* This is done, however, by 

lowering the effective impedance of the vacuum tube circuit, so that 

changes in load impedance have comparatively small regulation effects 

■which appear as changes in voltage gain* If the impedance, of the load 

is made equal to the new lowered impedance of the tube, the advantage 

disappears* With this new value of load impedance, percentage changes 

produce the some percentsge changes in gain as oceured before applying 

feedback* This apparent from Theveniats Theorem**® Appendix D 



contains a detailed consideration of this fact* 

Before the above limitations of feedback wore recognised, a great 

deal of laboratory work v/as dene on the circuits described below* Al¬ 

though they did not serve the purpose intended* they exhibit some 

characteristics that make them of possible interest i» other applications* 

Figure IS shows a much simplified version of the first important 

circuit studied. The tube 7„ trios to operate as a high gain pentode 

amplifier have a voltage gain of approximately This tube drives 

the cathode follower output stage Tj which is coupled to the line* The 

output voltage is fed back to the grid of fubo Tg, which also trios to 

act as a high gain amplifier with a gain G^gSp. Because of tbs inverse 

phase relationship* the signal plat© currents tend to cancel out* The 

effect is amplified inverse feedback* which yields a gain of approxi¬ 

mately unity. For high in tubes 2 and 3, the output tends to follow 

the Input very closely* Since this is the case, proper adjustment of 

th© ratio Hi to Bg results in balance at point 5. On the other hand, 

injection of a signal from the line at points 1-2 is not balanced. 

If % is small compared to % and Eg, then very little of this signal 

appears at point 3* The principal effect of the small signal that does 

appear is to modify the impedance at the cathode circuit* 

Other than the general difficulty of impedance matching effects, 

this circuit has soma serious disadvantages. It is desirable to have R 
P 

and the of tubes 2 and 3 largo* However, Bp must carry the do plat© 

current of both tubes. Moreover, tubes with large draw comparatively 

large plate currants, so that definite limitations wre placed on design. 

Several schemes were tried*to overcome this limitation* The idea of 

using a pentode as a dynamic load resistor was abandoned because of the 



necessity of using fixed voltages on the screen grid* It me also 

attempted to use a supplementary amplifier between Hp and theg rid of 

\ (with duo consideration for phase relationships), • Such circuits 

as ware tested proved to be unstable. Had they not bean unstable* th© 

result would have been tremendously low output impedance at the cathode 

of TX. 

A second difficulty with this circuit is that the grids must be 

capable of handling the entire output voltage swing, which must be 

comparatively large if appreciable power is to be supplied to th© load, 

laboratory experience showed that with the designs available, grid swing 

must be limited to the order of one-half volt to prevent excessive seoond 

harmonic distortion. This distortion could not be balanced out by 

adjustment of the Rj to Eg ratio. 

The circuit above was analysed partially, but this analysis was 

not completed because the circuit of figure 14 (shown in a much simplified 

fora) was discovered, This circuit has similar characteristics to those 

of the circuit considered above, with considerable improvement at the 

points of disadvantage of the latter. 

This circuit differs from the.circuit of figure 13 in that feedback 

reduces the net grid swing of a single tube, rather than the net signal 

current in a single resistor* The resultant behavior at the terminals 

is almost identical. Besides the obvious advantage of reducing the number 

of tubes, this circuit overcomes two of the major operating limitations 

of the previous circuit. For one thing, carries the do current of 

only one tube, allowing larger resistance values for the same plate 

supply voltage. Perhaps even taore important ie the fact that the grid 

swing of Tg is only a small fraction of the signal and output voltages, 
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whioh reduces vary significantly the difficulties duo to non-linear 

distortion* 

It was hoped that this circuit would provide the solution to the 

problem by providing & constant gain with varying load* Preliminary 

experiments showed this to be the case for loads which were of the 

order required to match to a cathode follower circuit* Good balance 

between output and input ms obtained* But when an- attempt was made to 

inject a signal at the cathode (point 2 in. figure 14), it.was found that 

the circuit loaded down the oscillator far more than ms anticipated* 

The behavior ms as if the impedance were ext ready low. An analysis of 

the Impedance showed this to be? the ©as© (see Appendix 0)* For the 

tubes and circuit values being used, the output impedance at the cathode 

proved to b© of the order of .2 to 5 ohmsi Furthermore, it ms shown in 

the analysis that when the load impedance 2^ tras made of this order of 

magnitude, percentage changes in load impedance were as' effective in. 

producing percentage bhangss in gain as if there were impedance match 

with no feedback* This characteristic seems to bo commonto all circuits, 

and is in keeping with Thovenin’s theorem. 

Although the circuit of figure 1*1 did not prove to bo of direct 

importance in the solution of the problem under investigation— except 

to point out emphatically the limitations of feedback as e tool— it is 

believed that the circuit may well be of some importance in other appli¬ 

cations. For one thing, it could lend itself readily to explications 

involving driving single-ended power amplifiers in which considerable 

grid currents flow for a part of each cycle, Whereas ordinary transformers 

reduce output impedance at the expense of voltage output, this circuit 

does not lose driving voltage. Actually, it is a power amplifier with 



unity voltage gain (for equal to Rg)* It is the same sort of device 

as the cathode follower, except that it achieves values of impedance 

not ordinarily obtainable *vith a cathode follower# Like the latter, 

however, it suffers definite limitations in the amount of power which 

it can put out. 

Even in circuits where transformer output is desirable or necessary, 

the circuit seems to have some advantages for low power work* Extremely 

low output impedances say be obtained with nominal-turn ratios on the 

transformers# This simplifies transformer design, somewhat, especially 

in tho matter of maintaining low frequency response by keeping the 

inductance of the windings reasonably high* The feedback tie can com© 

from tho secondary of tho transformer as well as from tho cathode, which 

for many applications would reduce some of the undesirable effects of 

the transformer* 

\ 

6* Use of a two-way amplifier with constant Input impedance as the 
Tba'd'*Iior~^!ii"'^£‘so splitter# ' ~w ~~~ " 

ftvelopmejit of the constant gain amplifier described in the pre¬ 

ceding section suggested the final approach attempted* It may be noted 

in figure 14 that the feedback tie allows a portion of a signal fed in 

either at the plate of ?g or the cathode of Tj to appear at tho grid 

oirouit# Since the input to a vacuum tube circuit operating class A is 

very high, it was -thought that such a two-way amplifier might be used 

as a cathode load for the phase splitter# With the load of high and 

relatively constant impedance, the phase splitter could balance nicely* 

Several possible circuit 0orabin«tions, including that of figure 14 

were studied* However, certain difficulties were common to all of these. 

Figure 18 will help to illustrate some of those. 



Two difficulties present their.selves. As shovm in Appendix C, 

the input impedance to ?*> in hot constant but is given by the expressions 

lio) R* = C^ + i?*) —  
S03 - 1 

Since the ratio of eQg to e0j. (not© the slight difference in notation 

of figure 15 from tlmt in the Appendix) is not constant* the input 

impedance which servos t 0 load the phase ■ splitter varies ’Kith the load 

presented to the unity gain amplifier* 

A further limitation of the s'-chem© is apparent .when it is recognized 

that the signal originating in the unity gain amplifier and appearing as 

°o2 subjected to voltage divider notion as it is transmitted to the 

phase splitter, Tg« The effective signal appearing at. the cathode of 

T3 U 

(i 0 e„3 
* ^°3 

('«.+ £x+ **%) 

This makes it desirable to keep and Rg Siae.ll, But equation (10) shows 

this involves loading down the cathode circuit of Tg# which makes percent¬ 

age variations of R-i_ of serious consequence. 

Other possible circuits showed the some difficulties. The principle 

on which this approach fails is general.in nature. In order that an ampli¬ 

fier operate bilaterally, there must be a feedback tie. The presence cf 

this tie results in ehsnges in output voltage reflecting to modify tho 

input Impedance* This has generally been recognised in regeneration 

theory as applied to oscillators** but its importance for most amplifier8 

is so slight that it is not commonly accounted for except in the case 

of the cathode follower# In that case, it is ©. decided advantage. 



PART VI. COKCUUSIOHS. 

Tho requirements of the proposed system proved to be too severe 

for any oirouit arrangement studied. The principal problem centered in 

the ■ requirement that the system should be capable of operating with a 

variable load impedance, ho system ms discovered which would ecaaponsate 

satisfactorily for such a change* 

It ms anticipated that invars© feedback would play a major role 

in the solution* However, certain effects of feedback which are usually 

considered secondary served to nullify the improvements. The usual 

treatments of Inverse feedback, as found in the literature, emphasise 

tho fact that they improve circuits by making them relatively independent 

of tube characteristics and of changes in load Impedance. Hooever, the 

changes in output and input impedance which accompany feedback proved 

to be of such n nature and magnitude as to prevent the necessary improve¬ 

ment. In other words, the presence of a feedback tie produced unwanted 

as well as desired effects, and the former tors too sever© to be neglected. 

The prosent evidence does not warrant a positive statement that 

satisfactory solution of the problem is impossible* Yet there is evidence 

that the general nature of the solution as conceived heroin may well 

violate fundamental principles* In all probability, any satisfactory 

solution of the problem, if it exists, roust lie in a direction different 

than that explored in this investigation. Shat the nature of this solution 

may be is not apparent to tho writer at this time* 

There are other possibilities for simultaneous transmission in either 

direction on a single lino besides the carrier and the balanced repeater 

methods* One possibility which suggests itself ia that of switching or 

reversing the amplifier electronically at a supersonic rate, thus allowing 

simultaneous two-way transmission of signals of auaiblo frequencies* duoh 



a system, if the problems could bo solved practically and economically, 

■would suffer soma ooriouc limitations. For one thing, transmission would 

be United to a fairly narrow band of audio and loner supersonic frequencies# 

The system probably would not be suitable for high fidelity transmission# 

This would not be too serious a limitation for so:sa applications, if the 

circuits -were simple and dependable enough. However, this problem was 

not formally investigated, for it lies outside the scope of the problem 

sot for this investigation, 

Probably the most significant positive result of this investigation 

was the development of the unity gain amplifier of figure 14, The un¬ 

usually low output impedance of this circuit suggest several possible 

uses, where a stiff source of relatively low power handling capacity is 

desired, 

.Also, the phase—splittor balancer circuit may find application in 

certain types of coupler circuits or anti-sidotone circuits in which the 

balance requirements are not as severe as those for repeater operation. 



APPENDIX A. AliALYuIS OF THE PHASE-SPLITTER CIRCUIT. 

The relationships listed below refer to the notation of figure 

A-l. In addition to that defined by the figure, the following notation 

will be used: 

Sp » the combined impedance of Sjg in parallel with 

Ggj «* the transcondnciance or mutual conductance of the tube* 

Tp • the dynamic plate resistance of the tube. 

JUL e the amplification factor of the tube, taken to b© 

Hairing use of the usual linear approximations of electronic circuit 

analysis, wo may set down the following relationships for the circuit 

of figure A-l: 

(1) Go — >A|o 

(2) -*-f> - 
-A p C^p t ) __ 

(3) p — -*-p ^ f° 

(4) ““ 

By proper substitutions and rearrangements in equations (1) though (4) 

TO obtain the relationship 

(?) 
"Zj ^Trvi rp 

Rp+r^, + (&+t)Z^ 

This ratio is the kQ of figure 4, If Rp is zero, this expression reduce 

to the well known expression for the voltage gain of a cathode follower. 

By inspection we see that the ratio 

(6) 

must hold, since the some current flows through each impedance. The 
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sltuation is soaicvfiiet; more complex is the case of* pentodes, since the 

screen current flows in the cathode circuit hut not in the plate circuit* 

For balancing the two' voltages, OQ and Op, it is accessary that 

they satisfy tvo conditions* 

(a) Their ratio must be constant in magnitude. 

(b) The ratio must be negative ?>nd real. 

The relationship of these two voltages to each other and to the unbalance, 

volt;-go, o^, is shown in figure A~2a, E® may express this relationship 

mathematically as follows* 

(7) eb = e-Q 
eQ - gp . ? _ €|o 4 g0 {?, 
Ri ^1. f^*| +■ P-x. 

For perfect balance, it. is necess«ry that the numerator of the last 

member in e2q.»res«ion (7) should vanish* The vector diagram of figure 

A-2b shows 

Laboratory 

that balance is not possible if oQ and «*ep 

experience confirmed this and indicated thr. 

are not in phase. 

± phase shift my 

be the principal offender in most cases of unbalance. 

Since on approxisaatioa to impedance matching is necessary, it is 

desirable to know the effective output impedance of the circuit. This 

impedance may be derived analytically by holding es at zero and applying 

a voltage at the cathode# nb shall c all this ©0 as before, although this 

now represents an impressed voltage. Thus, in figure A-l, 

(*) Z0 = 
  C-o 

In addition to (3) and expressions (l) to (4), yte may write the following* 

(?) 

{10) <f*o = 
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.Again by n process of substitution and rearrangement we obtain the 

desired results 

Cl*) Zo 
RK ( Rp Q>)  

R t< ([Gm rp + *) t Rp + 

(Rp + rp) 

RK (/« + • ^ +- Rp +rp 

If r is large, as in the case of pentode®, (11) simplifies approximately 

(u) z‘ = r>» *-«» 

If we allow H); to become infinite, wo obtain the output impedance of 

the tube alone, which is approximately the reciprocal of the mutual con¬ 

ductance, os in the case of the simple cathode follower* 

Since plate loading -sms considered in soma circuits, it wee necessary 

to know the output impedance of the plot© circuit. It is assumed that 

is now merely %. (figure A-l)» deferring to figure /.-3, re may write* 

03) z0 = «7» 

(|4) r + — — -— + X. , 
Rp L 

(|5") (sr Cyo ~ -^-p (?K 

When proper combination is taado, those yield* 

(ICJ) Z0 — 
rP + l?K.(Crp+ i) ^rp+ i ) -i 

+ 0 + rP + Rp J RK(<2 m r~p ■n; tf p ■ 

By allowing Rp to b eoom© infinite in the above expreaelonti TO obtain 

the output tepedance of tho tuba alone* 

(n) z; = r/ = \_rp + r> + 0] 

to* 



APPBliDIA B, SXAMIKATIOH OP POSUBlLlTlKii POE BAUiiCB VOLTAGES IB PSHTOISS, 

In order fro investigate possibilities for balance voltages, a 

numerical investigation was me.de, under certain assumptions. First, 

linearity was assumed* Locond, it was assumed that plate current 

depends only on voltage from cathode to control grid— sue expression 

(2} below. Third, it wns assumed that screen current .is proportional 

to control grid voltage* 

Referring to figure B~l, wo say write the following relations; 

0) = *“13 "" C(z, 

(£) A — ^-^Z-3 

(3) “ ^»z 

(d-} G3A ~ “ ^*1 a 

If ©23 is the independent variable, e-^g depends upon the cathode load. 

The factor k in (2) above depends upon the mutual conductance of the 

tube and the value of the resistor, Rp. 

The procedure of the analysis it as follows* Asswae that the plate 

resistor, It , is adjusted to give balance for a resistance load in the 

cathode circuit equal to the output impedance .of the tube. Then variations 

in e^g (such sc would occur with change in cathode load) arc assumed, 

and the resulting voltages are compared* Th© o*a arc assumed to bo 

Some results are tabulated below, for comparison* sinusoidal, 





Table X, Balance voltage possibilities* Refer to figure B-l. 

a. Input 23 e13« 

°13 ®12 e23 elA ®2A ®3A k 

1. A2 *1 +1 —1 —2 -3 1 

2. +2 *0. 8' *1.2 -1.a -2 —8. 2 1 

3* +2 +1.2 +0.8 -0.8 -2 -2. 8 1 

4. .♦2 1+30,2 1-30.2 -1H0.2 -2 -3+jO.2 1 

5. +2 1-30.2 1+30*2 -1-30.8 -2 -3~30,2 1 

6. *1.5 l-jO.2 0.0+30.2 ji.6-30.2 -1.6 -2-30.2 1 

?. *2 • 1+30.2 l-jO.2 -2+30.4' -3+30.2 — 2 

8. +1. 5 0.5+30.S ' l-jO.5 -2+31,0 -2.5-30. 5 — 2 

b. Input i 3 «12* 

9. 0 +1 -1 +1 0 — 1 

10. +1 *1 0 0 -1 — 1 

11* -*0.6 +1 -0,6 +0*5 -0,6 1 

Line 1 in thew-tab 1© above shows the assumed condition for balance 

of °12 anc^ °1¥ w^c^x is tho condition upon, whied: L phase-splitter operat: 

is based* rho succeeding lines assume various conditions c »f unbalance 

as shovm in the o^p column.# Wi th k equal to one* it is evident that 

e.? ■* . end e1A arc equal and opposite (actually asau mod)* and that e-j_3 and 

®2A ware balanced. With k other than unity, phase shift is not completely 

oared for in the latter, as shown in linos 7 and 8. 

The last three lines, 9 through 11, show conditions for a signal 

input from points 1 and 2, which corresponds to n signal coming in from 

the line. If is aero, OgA remains »ero, which complicates an attempt 

to balance against og,A directly. Before this was determined analytically, 



a circuit balancing those voltages was tried experimentally in the 

laboratory. The results were as indicated above, Ko signal was fed 

through from the cathode. 

Figure 8-2 shows the elements of this circuit# To is « unity 

gain amplifier stag© employing cathode degeneration to make the circuit 

linear and independent of voltage frera cathode to nlefcr#. An extension 

is shown in figure 9 in the main body ol im* report. of this circuit 



AP?miDI>: c. ANALYSIS OF mirn GAII CIRCUIT, 

The?, circuit of figure C~1 proved to have sam inter©sting and 

potentially useful charactorishice which .make it worth studying its 

detail. A linear analysis is node below, with symbols as defined 

m figure C-l* Currents- drscvm by tbs divider H| plus B.% are neglected* 

Freia cm •inspection of the circuit diagram, the following relations may 

bo deducod* 

(l) ^.(O, — C(n> ^<31 

(2) ^3* = es - (e5~ k +- Coi(l-k) 

W h ere k. — -—s— K R.+ ?* 

(?) ^-|oz — 1 (^®i C01) Grvjz ~~ — <T0, rn 7. ~ ^01 C^V*r?- * 

(4) . = 
”7 ' 

^01 — 
__ -, / 

1 ^-L 

By a rearrangement of the above expires'-lone* we my derive the following 

one for the voltage gain of the circuit* 

{(?) 02. _ _ Gma- Zu Z#<
/ 

[l + O'*) ZjGrm') * 5il 

In the case of cathode loading, it is desirable to make 2^f equal to 

Hp and as large as possible* Ordinarily, this value of is consider¬ 

ably larger than 2p.f* Considering the following rearrangement of (6) 

R (?hi   
M r —— b fmi (-W. •«■ (l-*-) <JW.)+ 

L ZK.'V Z>- J ZL. <f,*J 

w© so© that these lead to the approximate relation for gain shown 

below 
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( & b) — k 
l - k. 

Per k = O. S 

From (6a) and (6b) is is apparent that changes in Zjj* have very little 

effect on the voltage gain. In practical circuits, (^R may have 

valueB of the order of 200* Rp may have values in tho range 50,000 to 

100,000 ohms* These values render the gain very constant for considerable 

variations in 2V’* 

The reason for this constancy of gain is apparent when the output 

impedance at tho cathode is evaluated* In addition to tho relations 

(l) to (5) above, is© not© in figure C-l that: 

(T) -^LZ — sL (oz “ "d K z. 

Prom these we derive the following expression for output impedance 

at tho cathode: 

£«< 
e< = o 

\-x * + 0 + ^ ^'^1 
If we use the following values of the parameters which may ho considered 

representative * Rfc * 1000 ohms; G^Z^’ « 200j 0flf> ** 5000 nicrorahcoj 

J*p2 “ 5000 otosj and k * 0»5j we find the output impedance to bo approx¬ 

imately two 0tei3» 

If vs© consider the tube alone, which may be done by allowing % to 

become infinite, we get tho simplified expression: 

0?a) Rez ~ r _j_ + 
u fpZ J 

This yields approximately tho same value of output impedance, since tho 

former value was essentially the•tube impedance (effective) in parallel 

with Rjj, 



The expression for gain at the plate of tube 1 ms found to bo 

(Cj\ n - _ _  k Zu' Gm>  
^5 ( l + Cl~ k") --'•f Z|<•, gvvix  \ 

1 [ \ + Z^' a + ^xYlS 

For large which is normal for plate loading, the expression reduces 

to the following approximations 

(?«) A, = - 
k 

^ l 4- (, l ~ Kl Z I. G,<rr\ 

•which approaches a maximum of 

k 
(9 b) A, = » - k 

(lor k = O. S' 

A little study will show that, the gain Aj at the plato is not as indopon.de 

of Z^’ as was the gain Ag of Z^’* This shows up, also, in the fact that 

the output impedance at the plato, Rc^, is not as low as R 2. 

The expression f or output impedance at the plato was derived to 

be? 

0°1 *.. = -( ST,W. 

Ry>L 1 •*• + r<33-^1 

^ I 4- ZfJ t -y--^ ^ + k (ami Rp ffmi 

If v® allow Rp to become infinite, no got the output impedance of tho 

tube alone* The expression simplifies to 

l 4- ~Z-K C ^ 
(j O a ) R o i — 

k (ami Z^' 

Substituting the following representative values: %. « Zk* * 1000 ohms; 

^p2 ** ohms; ic 0 0.5; (3^,| 13 Qm9 * S000 Taicroal'iosj wo got tho 

result that h0j_ is approximately 490 ohms* For nonanl purposes, then, - 

plato loading has no advantage over a single cathode follower circuit. 

Some possible applications wore considered where this was not so; 

where bilateral transmission was desired. 

3
* &* J 



As explained In the body of the report, it was desired to use 

this system as a two-way stage to serve as tho load for a phase-splitter- 

In that connection the input impodance was of prime importance. 

neglecting any possible grid current of tube 1, \m haves 

(w) R i 
s 

For cathode loading of tub© 2, the gain is relatively independent of 

load impedance, unless the load is made smell enough to match approximately 

the output isspodonce of the : ube. flinco this condition was necessary 

for the purposea considered, tho gain was not independent of load changes, 

as a study of equation (6) will show. Equation (11) shows that o change 

in voltage gain-- i,e., a change in the ratio of e02 to os— results in 

u change in input impedance, K^« This is actually another example of 

the situation considered early in the report and symbolised in figure 5* 



APFKHOU D« IMPKlbUiCh ISATCHIBG ASD VARIATION Of GAIN llfli LOAD* 

Tm fact that inverse f©0<fbae.k change a the effective output mpedamoe 

of a vacuum tube is well know* It is recognised that improvement of 

frequency response is a direct result of this^, although the fact h&8 

not received sufficient emphasis in the literature* This may be 

appreciated by use of Thevoninds theorem and the usual equivalent 

circuit of an amplifier* One direct consequence is that if the load 

impedance is made equal to the effective internal impedance* the effect 

of impodrt.no© variation on voltage gain is exactly the same as if there 

mre no feedback but impedance match* This may be made clear by simple 

examples* 

Consider first the sample cathode follower circuit of figure IKt* 

1% my v*r ite the null know expression for the output impedance a a 

follow ^ 

(I) (?o = 
l 

G**+ r<o 

Similarly the expression for voltage gain ia$ 

G rvi ^K- 

(z) A = 
l + (S’r*? + -7^) 

Calculation shows that the results are not effected in principle if ise 

neglect the term Vrp» so that for our purposes v© may wit© simply 

Od <£<0 
C?Vv? ^ 

l + (?rvi R K- 

If wo let the o&thode load Rj*. equal the? output impedance RQ> wc find that 

tho voltage gain is 0*6* Horn if xe let equal to H0(l*k), simple 

calculation show tho result to bet 

\ + k 
(2 ^ A = 

2.+K 



FIGURE: D~3. TRIOD/E FQ 'RQU/T. 



Shis is exactly the result indicated by 'fhevenints theorem* which says 

v;e may treat the system as a single source with impedance Ho and generated 

voltage oB„ The value of the- voltage is found by allowing lij. to become 

infinite 'in expression (2), which makes the gain unity and the' open 

circuit voltage equal to es« Simple calculation on. the basis of the 

equivalent circuit* figure 8-2, shows that for the conditions assumed 

above identical results ore obtained. 

Moreover, if we compare the results with ' hose .for a simple triode ' . 

amplifier whose equivalent circuit is giver, in M-3, wo find similar 

conditions* A percentage change in voltage gain with n given percentage 

is load impedance away from the condition of impedance match is identical 

in the two oases* This is obvious from a comparison of the equivalent 

circuits* 

Calculations for other circuits show similar results* In the above 

discussion pure resistance loads were considered* Obviously, similar 

results would be obtained for general impedances containing reactive 

elements. Also, the discussion does not depend upon the cause of variation 

of loud impedance, usually, uhi® is a, variation of impedance with 

frequency, but other reasons for change are quite possible. 
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